Our choreographies approach assemblies in motion, itinerant assemblies that spread and gather before they have time to settle. Perhaps they are diachronic assemblies, gatherings that reach through time: lingering trajectories and still-reaching gestures Schneider) . We understand that even seemingly solo movements index assembly. As Erin Manning insists in the epigraph that opens our piece, movement is relational, interfolding, and entwined (29) (30) (31) (32) .
The assemblies we propose are speculative choreographies worked through our flesh. They register our relationships to our built environments and the bodies that populate them as fleeting and kinaesthetic, embodied knowledge on the move. These choreographies invite each participant to feel their body "as [an] imperfect recording device" (Mardon 33) . We offer these scores as ways of knowing place, proximity, relationship, and feeling for a moment, in the moment. If choreography is the material of connection, these everyday choreographies contain a set of empathic gestures that gather bodies in space. The movement vocabularies we explore and recompose are quotidian: walking, standing, passing too close, avoiding, waiting. It is important to us that these scores pass as everyday movement, even as they also pass through everyday spaces.
Here, we draw from our respective practices and fixations to take up the choreographic invitations built into the architecture of specific places: Canadian sidewalks, transit platforms, intersections, elevators, and public squares. If objects choreograph us (Bernstein; Schweitzer) , and if the city functions as an architecture of assembly, then it is worth thinking seriously-and kinaesthetically-about how the objects that constitute our public spaces move us and shape our interactions . Our scores engage with the unspoken movement expectations that structure these places by offering subtle shifts to the formal arrangements of assembly each site invites. In other words, we reframe and rework the dances that are already there, the social choreographies found all around us.
These scores had first lives in performances, co-facilitated presentations and movement workshops, and/or research papers. 22 scores for the everyday 1. Architectures of assembly: This is an observation score, one that seeks to distil the everyday choreographies of sidewalk spaces. Select a route along a well-trafficked stretch of sidewalk space. Attend to the subtle choreography as you walk: "You weave through the people, taking bigger and smaller steps, looking for holes and then filling them, inhabiting them momentarily before they close" (Manning 29 information about privilege, power, and passage that is embedded in these physical interactions and non-verbal cues. Observe the social choreography that unfolds around you.
2. "Sidewalk ballet": When you find yourself moving out of someone's way, observe where (in your body) you feel the anticipatory movement impulse that prompts you to make space (chest, shoulders, neck, knees). Open into that impulse and let that location in your body lead your movement-physically go first-until another encounter shifts your attention to a different part of your body. Although this score will likely shape your body and route in ways that physically diverge from commuter comportment, your focus should sit with one impulse in your body at a time, making the dance rather subtle, not adorned. (See Jane Jacobs on the 'sidewalk ballet.') 3. Still/unstill: Position yourself in a location where stillness is a viable or passable movement choice (i.e., in a public square, pedestrian mall, or at a four-way intersection). Repeat the 'sidewalk ballet' score, but without an effort to commute. That is, stand still and wait for movement impulses to gather around you-notice the body part engaged or called on when another body passes through the space and follow that movement impulse only precisely as long as it lasts.
4. Pacing the sidewalk: Identify the walking pace of an individual ahead of you on the sidewalk. Match their pace, step for step. Maintain this pace until the person is out of sight. Repeat with different people until you reach your destination.
5. The choreography walk: Take the shape drawn in black on the map-a shape that traces a perimeter around the densest pedestrian flow corridors in downtown Vancouver-and apply it to a desired location in your city. Gather a group of three to forty people and silently walk the route. Notice points of friction, spots where | FEATURES our route runs up against the blockages, buildings, and impassible stretches along your walk. Let these friction points bring your attention to the ways in which your specific environment moves your body in relation to architecture, urban planning, and natural topography. As you walk, allow your gaze to become the choreographer. Register the patterns of action and the constellations of bodies around you. Feel yourself as both spectator and spectacle.
6. Lobbies and transit platforms: Observe the postures of the people around you. Embody the posture of as many individuals as possible beginning with those farthest from you. Take time to feel the organization of your bones and the effort of your muscles. Release the posture and move on to the next person. Repeat for as long as desired.
7. The commuter train queue: Position yourself at the front of the queue for the train. When the train arrives, recede to the back of the queue walking backwards.
Mobile in transit:
Enter a bus, train, or streetcar at rush hour. Make your way through the crowd to the back and then to the front of the vehicle as silently and unobtrusively as possible. Watch the subtle choreography your movement effects. Notice who moves for you and where you look for openings.
9. Entrances and exits: Hold the door for everyone entering and/or exiting a building for five minutes. Make eye contact when it is safe to do so.
10. Solidarity flash mob: Using these images as a guide, perform the following gestures in unison with a group of five or more people. The transitions between these gestures should be efficient and unadorned, but still conscious and physically tended.
Digital assemblies:
With friends in three or more different geographical locations, perform 'solidarity flash mob' simultaneously, each in your own space-a solo, together.
Embodied transmission:
This score enacts dance as a "communication infrastructure" (Hamera 1). Gather at least five people and place yourselves in a line one city block apart from each other, ensuring that each mover can see one person on either side. Drawing from the movement vocabulary in 'solidarity flash mob,' sequentially perform and pass these movements along the chain.
13. The crosswalk: Match the pace of the slowest person crossing the street. You may need to double-back and re-cross the street to pick up a new pace, shadowing whoever is moving most slowly.
14. Traffic lights: Gather a group of five or more movers. Together, spend a duration of twenty minutes to three hours navigating clockwise around a four-way intersection. Obey the traffic signals. Attempt to stay together while maintaining a unison rhythm or walking pace. Allow the group to either disperse or converge as necessary between crossings.
15. "Shy distances": Gather a group of between three and fifteen people. Select a trajectory along a commercial street. Walk in a single-file line with a pace and spacing that feels comfortable. Throughout, remain within approximately one foot of the buildings you pass. Travel on the inside/building-side of any objects on the sidewalk (tables, sandwich boards, etc. 16. Detours, trajectories, levels I: Invite a child for a walk. Ask them to lead the walk. Throughout the walk, ask the child to explain their desires for changes in direction, changes in pace, or any other movement that may arise. Record these desires. Later, take yourself on a walk and follow their desire score.
17. Detours, trajectories, levels II: Repeat the score above with an elder.
18. Drive-by: Extend your awareness of the bodies around you to the drivers who pass through the streets you traverse. Stand a safe distance from the street and observe the upper-body positioning of passing drivers. Try on at least a dozen different positions; hold them for twenty seconds or so-until they have settled kinaesthetically-before you let them go. From this collection, select at least five postures to link together into a movement series or sentence. Your transitions between these postures should be efficient.
19. Disorienting, reorienting: Working with the existing choreography of the escalator, situate yourself in the standing lane (stand right, walk left), and face against flow: if you are going up, face down-and vice-versa. Taking seriously Sara Ahmed's question, "What difference does it make what we are oriented toward?" (543), disembark backwards.
20. Filling and emptying: With a group of nine people, enter an elevator and fill the space from the centre to the edges. Between floors, use a specific posture to physicalize a gaze of avoidance that is more obvious than the quietly cultivated disinterest that shapes normative elevator demeanor: look up, down, close or cover your eyes, or otherwise avoid the gaze of others. Exit the elevator from the centre to the edge. Repeat on every floor of the building.
21. Gathering prompt: Use sidewalk chalk to draw recognizable symbols that invite various forms of assembly in different areas of a public square (i.e., "X" "↑" "‖" "£" ""). Observe how people organize themselves within or around the symbols.
22. Choreographies past: Situate yourself in a liminal space with a high volume of pedestrians (i.e., a shopping mall food court or a transit station). Observe the movements of the bodies around you and activate your body as a recording and playback device. Develop this choreography by linking together the movements of different people once they have left the space. Make visible their ghosted trajectories and absent presences. In performing this
